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monoidal categories (see e.g. [3] ), for example, the states of a bipartite system in a Cartesian theory always take the following, separable form:
The use of the word property takes here a rigorous, formal meaning: the Cartesian tensor product for a category is defined by certain limits, and hence when it exists it is essentially unique. Conversely, symmetric monoidal structure is in general not a property in this sense: a generic category might admit essentially inequivalent tensor products, even when the additional requirements of symmetric and compact closure are enforced. In this sense, compact closed symmetric monoidal structure is in general a structure which one imposes on a category, rather than a property that the category possesses. Thus said, a conceptual analysis of process theories admitting compact closed symmetric monoidal structure (which we will refer to as compact closed process theories) seems to indicate that the latter should behave as a property, rather than just being a structure: intuitively, a Cartesian theory is one in which composite systems are non-interacting (or "minimally" interacting), while a compact closed process theory is one in which composite systems are "maximally" interacting. To see the latter point, consider the yanking equations that define compact closure in the diagrammatic formalism, in terms of cups and caps:
Because an appropriate composition of cup and cap results in the identity-which is the process of "preserving everything that can be said about a system"-they can be seen to realise a maximal flow of information between two systems. In this sense of "mediating maximal interaction", one would expect compact closed symmetric monoidal structure to behave as a property. Hence the question that this paper sets out to answer: is compact closed symmetric monoidal structure essentially unique in those process theories of interest in CQM and DisCoCat? In physical terms, is there a unique notion of maximal entanglement in a theory? In linguistic terms, is the manner in which meaning composes through the grammar unique in a given semantic model? To put it another way: are the philosophical, intuitive arguments drafted above backed up by suitably rigorous mathematical results?
In Section 1, we show that our question has non-trivial content, by providing examples of categories with inequivalent compact closed symmetric monoidal structure. In Section 2, we show that compact closed symmetric monoidal structure is indeed a property for a large family of process theories of interest quantum theory and linguistics. In Section 3, finally, we comment on the impact of our observation for compositional models of natural language.
1 Compactness is not a property...
In this Section, we see that compact closed symmetric monoidal structure on a category is, in general, very far from being essentially unique. Our first counterexample to essential uniqueness comes from certain (degenerate) Lambek pregroups [12] , of interest in natural language processing. Lemma 1.1. The discrete category on the underlying set X of an abelian group G := (X, ×, e) carries the structure of a compact closed symmetric monoidal category, with the monoidal tensor product given by the group multiplication, tensor unit the group identity e, and dual objects given by the group inverse.
Proof. It is trivial to observe that the group multiplication extends to a bi-functor, as all the morphisms in the category are identities. The tensor clearly gives a strict symmetric monoidal structure, and compact closed structure amounts to the observation that g × g −1 = e (and the snake equations follow automatically). Lemma 1.2. For abelian groups G 1 and G 2 , there is a monoidal equivalence between the corresponding discrete symmetric monoidal categories from Lemma 1.1 if and only if G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic groups.
Proof. Any equivalence of discrete categories must be an isomorphism, and any strong monoidal functor between discrete monoidal categories must be a strict monoidal functor. Therefore a strong monoidal equivalence between these categories must amount exactly to a group isomorphism. Counterexample 1.3. There are two non-isomorphic abelian group structures on a four element set, namely the cyclic group Z 4 and the Klein four-group Z 2 × Z 2 . Therefore the discrete category with four objects carries two monoidally inequivalent compact closed symmetric monoidal structures. Counterexample 1.3 is somewhat unsatisfactory, as the categories in question are discrete. We can address this using the following construction, which "fattens up" the Homsets. Let be X be a set and M a commutative monoid. Consider the X-fold coproduct of M, i.e. the category ∏ X M having the elements of X as objects and Homsets specified as follows:
Fixing an abelian group structure G := (X, ×, e) on the set X endows the category ∏ X M with the structure of a compact closed symmetric monoidal category, which we denote by ∏ G M: the monoidal unit is e, the tensor product is given by the group multiplication, and the cups and caps are given by the identity element in M. Proof. Any equivalence of categories must be an isomorphism, as the categories are disconnected. Any strong monoidal functor between such categories must be strict monoidal functor (there are no non-trivial isomorphisms), and in particular its action on the objects must induce an isomorphism of groups.
Counterexample 1.5. The free monoid M := {a, b} * on the two element set {a, b} has no non-trivial inverses. By Lemma 1.4 the 4-fold coproduct of {a, b} * carries two monoidally inequivalent compact closed symmetric monoidal structures, induced by the cyclic group Z 4 and the Klein four-group Z 2 × Z 2 .
A similar construction can be used to produce a connected family of counterexamples, for all sets X and commutative monoids M with no non-trivial inverses: objects are the elements of X as before, but now all Homsets are taken to be the same commutative monoid M, with composition of morphisms defined to be product in M. Any two non-isomorphic abelian groups structures G 1 := (X, × 1 , e 1 ) and G 2 := (X, × 2 , e 2 ) on the same underlying set X will endow the category with two compact closed symmetric monoidal structures-where tensor product of morphisms is defined to be product in M-which are not monoidally isomorphic. Unfortunately, this counterexample cannot be strengthened to monoidal inequivalence, but a thorough investigation of this issue is left to future work.
...except in those cases where it is a property.
Consider a commutative semiring S with involution (used for conjugation, duals and dagger), and define the dagger compact category S -Mat of free finite-dimensional S-modules as follows.
(i) The objects of S -Mat are the free finite-dimensional S-modules, in the form S X for finite sets X (we will denote by |x x∈X the standard orthonormal basis of S X ).
(ii) The morphisms of S -Mat are the S-linear maps, which we can think of as S-valued matrices.
(iii) The tensor product is the usual symmetric tensor product of S-modules, and its action on morphisms is given by the Kronecker product of matrices.
(iv) The dagger of a matrix is given by its transpose conjugate (with respect to the involution * of S), and in particular the (possibly degenerate) inner product of two vectors |φ := ∑ x φ x |x and |ψ := ∑ x ψ x |x in the same S-module S X is given by:
The dual object (S X ) * is the free finite-dimensional S-module of S-linear maps S X → S, and we denote by |x * x∈X the orthonormal basis of (S X ) * given by the S-linear maps x| : S X → S for all x ∈ X. More in general, we denote by |ψ * the state in (S X ) * corresponding to the S-linear map ψ| : S X → X (note that when |ψ = ∑ x ψ x |x we necessarily have |ψ * = ∑ x ψ * x |x * ). (vi) The compact closed structure is given by considering the caps ε S X : S X ⊗ (S X ) * → S and cups η S X : S → (S X ) * ⊗ S X defined as follows:
It is easy to check, for example, that ε S X • (|φ * ⊗ |ψ ) gives the inner product φ |ψ :
In particular, the category S -Mat is enriched in itself, with morphisms S X → S Y carrying the natural structure of the free finite-dimensional S-module (S X ) * ⊗ S Y . Composition and tensor product are S-bilinear bi-functors 1 , and the dagger is an S-linear endofunctor.
(vii) The category S -Mat has biproducts given by Cartesian products of objects, and S-linear structure given by matrix addition; both tensor and dagger respect the biproducts and the S-linear structure. Categories in the form S -Mat are used to model quantum theory (for S := C, with complex conjugation as involution) and many other quantum-like theories of interest in the literature. Examples include: real quantum theory (for S := R, with the identity as involution); relational quantum theory (for S the booleans, with the identity as involution); hyperbolic quantum theory (for S the split-complex numbers, with split-complex conjugation as involution); p-adic quantum theory (for S a quadratic extension of the p-adic complex numbers, with field-theoretic conjugation as involution); modal quantum theory (for S a finite field). For a detailed description of such quantum-like theories, see [7] .
The examples above suggest that the process theories modelled by S -Mat categories have very precise physical content. As a consequence, one could intuitively expect that the notion of parallel composition of processes induced by the tensor product should arise in a natural, essentially unique way, i.e. that it should be a property of these categories. Luckily, we are able to show that this is indeed the case. Theorem 2.1. Let S be a commutative semiring with involution. There is a unique S-bilinear compactclosed symmetric monoidal structure on S -Mat (up to S-linear monoidal equivalence).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we work with the skeletal, self-dual version of S -Mat which has the natural numbers as objects, with tensor product n ⊗ m := n × m and duals n * := n. We will construct a monoidal isomorphism on the natural numbers version of S -Mat, that will subsequently lift to a monoidal equivalence on the full version of S -Mat.
We denote by (S -Mat, ⊗, S, * ) the compact closed symmetric monoidal structure defined above, with caps ε n : n ⊗ n → 1 and cups η n : 1 → n ⊗ n (because we have n * = n). We denote by (S -Mat, , J, • ) some other symmetric monoidal closed structure on S -Mat, where is S-bilinear, and we assume that (S -Mat, , J, • ) is compact closed with capsε n : n n • → 1 and cupsη n : 1 → n • n.
If S is a commutative semiring with involution, then compact closure together with S-bilinearity gives an S-linear isomorphism between S n×m (the S-linear maps n → m) and S J×(n • m) (the S-linear maps J → (n • m)). As we are working with free finite-dimensional S-modules, we obtain the following equation, valid for all n, m ∈ N:
The RHS has to be divisible by J for all n, m ∈ N, so we immediately get that J = 1, and we are left with the equation n • m = n × m. But by taking m = J we also get n • = n • J = n × J = n × 1 = n, and hence we are left with n m = n × m, proving that (⊗, 1) and ( , J) coincide on objects. Now we show that we can construct a monoidal isomorphism F :
, which is the identity on objects. For each finite prime p, let (| j; p ) p j=1 be the standard orthonormal basis for the object p (corresponding to the free finite-dimensional S-module S p ). For each natural number n ≥ 2, decompose n into prime factors n = p 1;n · ... · p K n ;n , making the decomposition unique by picking primes in non-decreasing order. Define an orthonormal basis for the object n = p 1;n ⊗ ... ⊗ p K n ;n (corresponding to the free finite-dimensional S-module S n ∼ = S p 1;n ⊗ ... ⊗ S p Kn;n ) as follows:
We will first define the functor F on states and effects, and then we will extend it to a full functor by imposing S-linearity. The definition on states is given by F | j; n := K n k=1 | j k ; p k;n , while its dual on effects is given by F j; n| := K n k=1 j k ; p k;n |. Note that need not respect the dagger structure of (S -Mat, ⊗, S, * ), in which case F need not be a dagger functor. On scalars, we necessarily have a b = a • b = a ⊗ b, without needing to invoke any S-linearity requirement; hence we can define F to be the identity on scalars. Finally, we extend F to arbitrary morphisms by functoriality and S-linearity:
.6 defines an S-linear monoidal functor F : (S -Mat, ⊗, S, * ) → (S -Mat, , J, • ) which is the identity on objects. Now observe that must respect identities, and hence that we get the following resolution of the identity for every object n:
Because of Equation 2.7, all morphisms g : n → m can be written in matrix form as follows:
Given the matrix form above, a monoidal inverse F −1 for the monoidal functor F is defined by:
Hence F as defined by Equation 2.6 is a monoidal isomorphism, as required. In the full version of S -Mat, this means that the tensor product part of the compact closed symmetric monoidal structure is essentially unique; however, it does not say anything about the cups and caps providing the compactness. It is well-known that cups and caps for a given symmetric monoidal structure are unique up to natural isomorphism [14] . However, the traditional result does not guarantee the existence of an Slinear isomorphism, i.e. one compatible with the linear structure of the theory which underpinned the uniqueness result for the symmetric monoidal structure in the first place. To show that cups and caps are essentially unique up to one such S-linear natural isomorphism, we consider an equivalent, extended version of S -Mat, in which objects are no longer self-dual. Objects are given by pairs n := (n + , n − ) of natural numbers (where n + and n − are either both zero or both non-zero), tensor product is given by n ⊗ m := (n + × m + , n − × m − ), tensor unit is (1, 1) , and duals are given by n * := (n − , n + ). The object n labels the S-module S n + ⊗ (S n − ) * . In the light of our previous result on the skeletal, self-dual version, we are also free to set n m := n ⊗ m and n • := n * in the non self-dual version, since we are working up to monoidal equivalence with respect to the full version.
Consider the same orthonormal bases (| j; n ) j and co-bases ( j; n|) j the we used in the self-dual case. Let (| j; n; * ) j and (| j; n; • ) j be the corresponding dual bases, given by (⊗, * ) and ( , • ) respectively. Similarly, let ( j; n; * |) j and ( j; n; •|) j be the corresponding dual co-bases, again given by (⊗, * ) and ( , • ) respectively. To conclude our proof, we lift the monoidal isomorphism F defined above on the skeletal self-dual version of S -Mat to a monoidal isomorphismF : (S -Mat, ⊗, S, * ) → (S -Mat, , J, • ) in the extended, non self-dual version of S -Mat. On objects,F is defined to be the identity, just as in the self-dual case. By using the dual bases and co-bases, morphisms f : (n + , n − ) → (m + , m − ), seen as S-linear maps f : S n + ⊗ (S n − ) * → S m + ⊗ (S m − ) * , can be expressed in matrix form as follows:
The functorF can then be defined on morphisms as follows:
The functorF is evidently an S-linear monoidal isomorphism. Furthermore, it is immediate to check that F sends the cups and caps of (S -Mat, ⊗, S, * ) to the cups and caps of (S -Mat, , J, • ). As a consequence, we conclude that the entire compact closed symmetric monoidal structure is essentially unique in the full version of S -Mat, up to the desired S-linear monoidal equivalence.
The DisCoCat point of view
Categorical compositional distributional semantics (DisCoCat) provides a framework to talk about the compositional structure of natural language [4] , and has been remarkably successful in various fields of Natural Language Processing, often outperforming competing approaches [8, 9] . In this Section, we briefly summarise how categorical compositional distributional models of meaning work, and discuss the importance of our uniqueness result in their regard.
In the DisCoCat formalism, the grammar of natural language is almost always mathematically formalised by using Lambek's pregroup grammars [12] (although other categorical grammars [5] have also proven to be effective). Pregroup grammars amount to the imposition of a pregroup structure on a set P of grammatical types.
is a partially ordered monoid (P, ≤, ·, 1), where each element p ∈ P has a "left adjoint" p l and a "right adjoint" p r satisfying the following condition:
A pregroup P can be interpreted as monoidal poset category. The left and right adjoints then endow it with the structure of a thin, non-symmetric compact closed category (sometimes called autonomous, or rigid, in the literature), with cups and caps given by the inequalities in Definition 3.1 (see Figure 1 below). We can construct a grammar from a set of generators {n, s} for the noun and sentence types, with higher order grammatical types (such as those of adjectives or verbs) constructed from n, s and their adjoints by tensor product. For example, an adjective has type n · n l , an intransitive verb has type n r · s and a transitive verb n r · s · n l . This grammar can be used to verify if a sentence is well-formed: by means of type reductions, we are able to infer the type of the overall sentence, and check if it corresponds to something meaningful in our interpretation. For example, if a string reduces to the type s then the sentence is judged to be grammatical. The sentence Clowns tell jokes, depicted in Figure 2 below, is typed n · (n r · s · n l ) · n, and can be reduced to s as n · (n r · s · n l ) · n ≤ 1 · s · n l · n ≤ 1 · s · 1 ≤ s. Ultimately, the existence of cups/caps in the pregroup is what makes grammatical reductions possible in this framework.
clowns tell jokes Lambek's pregroups provide a categorical model of the grammar of natural language, but additional data needs to be specified in order to appropriately capture its semantics. Within the DisCoCat framework, this is done by specifying a compact closed symmetric monoidal category C (the semantic category), together with a strong monoidal functor F from the pregroup grammar P into C . Grammatical types p ∈ P are mapped to objects F(p) of the category (the corresponding semantic spaces), and the states of F(p) are taken to provide possible semantics for the fragments of grammatical type p (e.g. words of the different possible types, but also phrases and sentences). Because F is strong monoidal, it sends cups and caps of the pregroup grammar into cups and caps of the semantic category: as a consequence, it transfers compositionality from grammar to semantics, providing a concrete algorithm to compute the "meaning" of phrases and sentences-understood as a state in the object corresponding to the appropriate grammatical type-from the "meaning" of their individual constituent words. Borrowing words from General von Clausewitz [2] , compact closed symmetric monoidal structure constitutes the real "centre of gravity" of the operational philosophy of categorical compositional distributional semantics.
Significance of our result in linguistics. Many popular choices of semantic categories take the form S -Mat for some commutative semiring S, with the involution almost always taken to be trivial: we refer to these as linear models of meaning, and we list below the most common examples appearing in the literature. Their presence is so pervasive as to beg the question whether there is some structural reason for their almost complete domination of the DisCoCat scene.
• Finite-dimensional real vector spaces are the linear model of meaning par excellence used in natural language processing applications, amounting to the consideration of R -Mat as semantic category. More generally, one can consider finite-dimensional vector spaces over other fields, such as C -Mat (with complex conjugation as involution) or Q -Mat (with the identity as involution).
• The category fRel of finite sets and relations provides another archetypal example of semantic category for natural language, close in spirit to the formal semantics in the style of Montague. In this context, a semantic space corresponds to some finite set X, and the possible semantics (i.e. the states in the space) are given by subsets U ⊆ X. The category fRel is isomorphic to the category B -Mat, where B := ({⊥, }, ∨, ⊥, ∧, ) is the boolean semiring.
• One can also consider more general categories of finite sets and relations, where truth values are taken in a quantale (see [13] for a general treatment of these models of semantics). Every quantale Q is a commutative semiring (Q, ∨, ⊥, ×, 1), and using finite sets and relations over generalised truth values amounts to the consideration of Q -Mat as semantic category.
• The category of sets and histograms, corresponding to N -Mat, has been recently proposed as a counting-based model of semantics [6] . In this model, a semantic space is given by a finite set X, and meaning of words/phrases is given by histograms over X.
Keeping these examples in mind, the uniqueness result of Theorem 2.1 equates to a pretty strong statement about the relationship between grammar and semantics in distributional models of natural language: given a linear model of meaning, the only real freedom in specifying a grammatical structure is the choice of semantic spaces for the generators of the grammar. This confirms what has been folklore in the DisCoCat community for some time now, and an unstated assumption of many works in its ecosystem: categories in the form S -Mat are so common because there is essentially no other way of categorically combining compositional grammar with the underlying linear structure of semantics.
Conclusions and Future Work
As part of this work, we have proven that compact closed symmetric monoidal structure is a propertyrather than merely a structure-when it comes to the process theories commonly used in the categorical study of quantum theory and natural language processing. From the point of view of quantum theory, this means that there is an essentially unique notion of composite quantum systems and maximal entanglement. From the point of view of natural language processing, this means that linear models of semantics come equipped with a natural choice of compositional grammatical structure on them. In the future, we will be interested in obtaining similar essential uniqueness results for larger classes of process theories, such as those involved in the treatment of infinite-dimensional quantum systems, and some infinite-dimensional models of semantics for natural language processing.
